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There has been a vast amount of research into how architectural spaces make us feel and how we react to certain 
elements, such as the vast, imposing spaces of worship in a cathedral or the claustrophobic, unsettling nature of a 
prison cell, but how does our experience of physical spaces lead to these feelings? When we move through a 
space all of our senses are gathering information about that space and the signals from our sensory organs are 
processed by our brain to create a sense of place. The understanding of a place is a cognitive process of 
experience, perception, memory and processing. Specific cells have been identified in the brain that contribute to 
the process of spatial experience and understanding, such as place cells which repeatedly become active when an 
animal is in a specific environment; specific areas of place cells in the brain activate for different physical locations. 
There are also cells called spatial view cells which fire when an animal views a specific part of an environment, 
usually through the identification of a number of familiar features in that view, research has identified these cells as 
responding when a specific location is being recalled from memory. Research has suggested that our 
understanding of space is a sensorimotor experience; it relates not only to the information gathered by our senses 
but also to the motor aspects of our bodies within the space; both our conscious and unconscious kinaesthetic 
perception of our bodies. 

An important aspect of how we understand a space is how spatial information is stored and accessed from within 
our memory. How does our knowledge of spaces we have previously visited impact on our perception of new 
spaces and what information do we store when we experience a new space? Research so far has identified a 
number of possibilities but there is still some uncertainty as to these questions. One idea is that we begin by 
building up a sense of place by the landmark‐route‐survey method where we start by picking out a few identifiable 
sensory landmarks and as we spend more time in or revisit a space these landmarks start to become joined 
together in a cognitive route and then this route is continuously overlaid as we gather further sensory information. 
Research has shown that the route does not necessarily conform to a cartographic map‐like representation of 
space, lengths, times and directions may be stretched or shifted as we perceive them and attempt to interpret 
them. Whilst helping us to understand and create a sense of place this sensorimotor, warped internal interpretation 
of space can also be tricked into creating a possible space from an impossible space.

When we view an image of an impossible space, such as a space where Euclidean geometry has been violated, 
we have an inbuilt understanding within our brain that the space could not exist in the physical world, we access 
the knowledge we have gathered and stored within our brain and project it onto the image. Understanding how we 
collect and store this information, as mentioned above, is crucial to our understanding of how we identify impossible 
spaces. 

Virtual reality spaces have been used to set up possible and impossible spaces to test theories of perception, 



within a virtual environment an impossible space can be easily created by utilising a number of tools. A virtual 
environment explored by a human moving within physical space whilst exploring the virtual environment using a 
head mounted display can be stretched, compressed or warped by the creators of that space. These tools include 
spatial gains when moving or rotating in a virtual environment; when moving forwards or backwards the head 
mounted display viewed by the participant will move quicker or slower than the participant is physically moving to 
either stretch the space or compress it. This is similar to rotational gains where the participant is tricked into 
thinking they have rotated more or less than their physical body has moved.  Redirection techniques can also be 
utilised where distractions are created which allow spaces to be reset around the participant without them noticing; 
this utilises an effect called change blindness where significant changes to an image or our surroundings can occur 
without our brains acknowledging them. It is also possible to overlap one virtual reality space on top of another, 
whilst the participant thinks they are exploring two different spaces, in reality they are walking over the same 
physical space but just viewing a new space. All of these techniques mean that a large virtual reality environment 
can be compressed into a small physical space, whilst still allowing freedom of movement within the physical space 
which is interpreted by the participant as freedom of movement in the much larger virtual reality space, such as the 
perception of walking a long snaking path whereas in reality the participant is repeatedly walking over the same 
figure of eight route.

The understanding of how we store and access spatial information within the brain gives us an insight into how our 
brain can be tricked or manipulated into making sense of an impossible space, making an impossible space 
possible. This has been proved by research using virtual reality spaces, creating a real life tardis, a large space 
that can physically be explored through sensorimotor experience but that is compressed into a much smaller 
physical space. Is it possible that these virtual environments could be utilised in future architecture, could an 
architecture be created where virtual reality and physical reality are both present at the same time, in the same 
place so that we can create impossible spaces and multiply the space available to us? If space can be stretched, 
warped or compressed without our brains picking up on anything uncanny then would it also be possible to apply 
the same theories to adjust time in the same way? This thesis will attempt to answer these questions using current 
and continuing research in the fields of neuroscience, virtual reality environments and digital and virtual architecture 
to assess the future possibilities of creating a mixed reality architecture of possible impossible spaces.


